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Abstract: Nowadays, several wireless location systems have been developed in the research world.
The goal of these systems has always been to find the greatest accuracy as possible. However, if
every node takes data from the environment, we can gather a lot of information, which may help
us understand what is happening around our network in a cooperative way. In order to develop
this cooperative location and tracking system, we have implemented a sensor network to capture
data from user devices. From this captured data we have observed a symmetry behavior in people’s
movements at a specific site. By using these data and the symmetry feature, we have developed a
statistical cooperative approach to predict the new user’s location. The system has been tested in a
real environment, evaluating the next location predicted by the system and comparing it with the
next location in the real track, thus getting satisfactory results. Better results have been obtained
when the stochastic cooperative approach uses the transition matrix with symmetry.

Keywords: cooperative location; stochastic decision approach; symmetry behavior; wireless indoor
location system; cooperative communications

1. Introduction

Currently, wireless networks can be used in many scenarios [1]. One of them is location systems,
particularly in indoor spaces because in outdoor environments the most useful location system is
GPS [2]. At this time, there are many indoor wireless location systems that identify where we are [3,4].

Inside the wireless indoor location systems (ILSs), we have to differentiate between
infrastructure-based ILS and infrastructure-free ILS. Each system has its advantages and disadvantages.
Infrastructure-free ILS does not require any type of additional devices other than the final devices,
but they require collection of data from several sensors like wireless connection, compass, tour and
direction, etc. [5]. Some of them need a connection to another big system—like a cloud—to send the
information, and this outsider system calculates the location of the end device [6]. Others estimate
their position by multilateration using their neighbors [7]. Instead, infrastructure-based ILS uses the
deployed wireless network to have devices as a reference from end devices, because they let us extract
information to locate someone. In this case, the processing can be done by the final devices or in a server.
This depends on the final system implemented. We are going to focus on the infrastructure-based ILS,
because the system presented in this paper follows its features.

Infrastructure-based ILS uses different location techniques and algorithms, which are based on
the received signal strength (RSS) [8]. According to [9], we can divide these device location techniques
into three general categories: proximity, triangulation, and scene analysis.
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‚ Proximity detection or connectivity-based is one of the simplest positioning methods to implement.
It provides symbolic relative location information.

‚ Triangulation uses the geometric properties of triangles to determine the target location [10]. There
are two kinds of techniques: (1) techniques based on the measurement of the propagation-time
system and RSS-based and received signal phase methods; and (2) techniques based on the angle
of arrival of that the mobile signal is coming from.

‚ Scene analysis is based on the theory of pattern recognition [11], which combines an electronic
map with location information to obtain the real position.

Some papers provide a comparison between these three methods [12]. As [9] concludes, the best
ILS will be the one which joins several technologies and methods to estimate the position. Moreover,
it will need cooperative localization, which will help mobile nodes to determine locations. Thus, we
should introduce the concept of cooperation in our system.

Cooperation is the strategy of a group of entities working together to achieve a common goal [13].
The cooperation concept could be important because it allows joining data from several devices in
order to take a better decision. Nowadays, cooperation in wireless networks can be approached
from different angles, and in fact, it has different meanings and connotations. An example is the
cooperation between wireless nodes as a way to improve the coverage of our wireless networks.
For instance, some authors use cooperation techniques to add several antennas in a device to improve
the level of signal-noise ratio (SNR) [14] and/or coverage [15]. Another important issue is their
communication, which includes several techniques exploiting the joint collaborative efforts of some
entities in the system. Algorithms interact with the data collected from the devices in order to enhance
the performance of the system.

Human behavior has a symmetric feature. There is symmetry in the movement of our locomotor
system [16] until the device is mobile [17]. This last study shows that human mobility is symmetric on
a macroscopic level. It explores the spatial behavior of human mobility through a variety of mobility
traces collected from different network environments, and the authors conclude that the number of
users that move from point A to point B approximates the number of users that go in the opposite
direction. On that basis, we have developed a statistical cooperative approach to estimate a user’s
location. This location system is based on Bayes’ theorem, where several cooperative data and the
symmetry of human mobility are taken into account. The system has been tested in a real environment.
Since we are interested in modelling the localization behaviour of an individual user, we studied
recorded tracks. We propose a statistical model able to estimate the next location of a track. Previous
works, like [17], have shown how human mobility presents as symmetrical behavior. This can be easily
verified when observing the transition matrix. We have used this fact to quickly estimate it using the
statistical model. Our experiments show that the best results have been obtained when the stochastic
cooperative approach uses this symmetry as a premise.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some papers about indoor
location systems and cooperative networks. Section 3 briefly explains the main features of our wireless
location system and the nodes used. We present a symmetry study of the mobility of the users in our
wireless system in Section 4. Next, in Section 5, we propose a statistical approach to estimate a user’s
location in a cooperative way. Section 6 explains the test bench used in our study to predict the new
location of a user by knowing the actual location and other external factors, like temporal information
of our cooperative location system. Finally, we show the main contributions, our conclusion, and the
future work in Section 7.

2. Related Work

In this section, we must first state that we have not found any paper directly related to the
study of the symmetrical behavior of people using cooperative location systems. For this reason, we
have focused this section on discussing some works related to indoor wireless location systems and
cooperative networks, as well as the existence of some works related with cooperative location.
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Firstly, we analyze some works where the authors have proposed location systems for indoor
environments using wireless local networks. For instance, in [3] the authors give a comprehensive
survey of numerous indoor positioning systems (IPSs), which include both commercial products
and research-oriented solutions. Evaluation criteria are proposed for assessing these systems,
namely security and privacy, cost, performance, robustness, complexity, user preferences, commercial
availability, and limitations. They compare the existing IPSs and outline the trade-offs among these
systems from the viewpoint of a user in a personal network. Z. Deng et al. present the latest research
on indoor positioning in [18]. The authors compare positioning accuracy and the cost of typical local
and wide area indoor positioning systems. They conclude that the development tendency of an indoor
positioning system—which aimed at high-accuracy indoor positioning in a wide area—includes three
aspects: seamless Location Based Services (LBS) architecture based on heterogeneous network; key
technologies in indoor positioning for decimeter-accuracy; and seamless outdoor and indoor GIS.

The same authors of this paper present a hybrid stochastic approach for self-location of wireless
nodes in indoor environments in [19]. This paper proposes a new stochastic approach which is based
on a combination of deductive and inductive methods. Our goal in this work is to reduce the training
phase in an indoor environment without the loss of precision. Another example is [20]. In this case, the
authors propose an accurate RSS-based indoor positioning system using compressive sensing. Their
location estimator consists of a coarse localizer—where the RSS is compared to a number of clusters
to detect in which cluster the node is located—followed by a fine localization step, using the theory
of compressive sensing, to further refine the location estimation. Experimental results improve the
localization accuracy and complexity over the traditional RSS-based methods.

The authors of [21] propose a scheme for indoor positioning by fusing floor map, Wi-Fi and
smartphone sensor data to provide meter-level positioning without additional infrastructure. Their
algorithm combines the complementary advantages of all three techniques using a particle filter (PF)
model. The experimental test results indicate that the integration of these techniques can not only avoid
the “cross-wall” phenomenon but also the gross-error effects inherent to Wi-Fi and P-O measurements.
Finally, another paper related with indoor location systems is [22]. This paper presents an experimental
study of the feasibility of using multiple wireless technologies simultaneously for location estimation.
They have collected signal strength information from both IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth wireless network
technologies. They developed and applied algorithms for determining location using data for each
wireless technology, and then used a simple algorithm for fusing the location estimation from both
technologies in order to try enhancing the accuracy of the location estimation.

All previous works [18–22] are focused on the location process. In other words, they try to
have the smallest error in positioning renders. Moreover, these works do not use any cooperative
feature to estimate the location of the end user. Therefore, we need to look for some cooperative
location systems. When we talk about cooperation in networks, it is difficult to associate this feature
with network, broadly speaking. For example, the same authors of this paper present a solution to
increase the lifetime of the sensor nodes in [23]. In this work, they show how organizing sensors in
cooperative groups can reduce the global energy consumption of the whole Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN). They also show that a cooperative group-based network reduces the number of the messages
transmitted inside the WSNs, which implies a reduction of energy consumed by the whole network,
and, consequently, an increase of the network lifetime. An application of cooperative networks is
presented in [24]. This paper shows an application for environmental monitoring from a cooperative
group-based wireless sensor network. It is based on the use of different alarm levels to define the level
of danger or importance of an event.

In [25], authors presented the first paper that used cooperation with location systems. This
article was intended to emphasize the basic statistical signal processing background necessary to
understand the state-of-the-art of device location systems and to make progress in the sensor network
localization research. In cooperative localization, sensors work together in a peer-to-peer manner to
make measurements and then form a map of the network. Another paper, where the authors introduce
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the notion of network experimentation and propose an experimentation methodology particularly
suited for cooperative localization wireless networks, is [26]. This study enables the performance
evaluation of various network localization algorithms under a common setting. They developed an
experimentation methodology for the characterization of cooperative wireless networks in realistic
environments, established a database with range and waveform measurements for cooperative
wireless channels, and characterized range errors and evaluated network localization algorithms
for several conditions.

In [27], authors investigated a 2D experimental cooperative location system for wireless sensor
networks which was based on the RSS indicator measures. The cooperative localization algorithm
is based on the weighted least squares method, where the weights are calculated according to the
quality of the range and position estimation. Experimental results showed that the performance of
the cooperative localization algorithm is better than the one obtained by a non-cooperative algorithm.
Finally, in [28], authors proposed a novel cooperative localization scheme based on user mobility for
indoor environments. The main idea is to exploit user mobility information as given by the inertial
measurement data from smartphones, to further narrow down the constraint area of the Linear Matrix
Inequality (LMI) based scheme, thus increasing the localization accuracy. To better take advantage
of a user’s direction of movement and velocity information, the authors proposed the application of
Kalman filter to improve the estimated positions. According to the simulations, this system reduces
the mean error and variance for indoor localization.

Works [25–28] are connected with this work because the cooperation between nodes inside a
wireless location system are crucial to achieve the goal of reducing the error for indoor location. The
main difference with our work is that these systems do not try to study the people’s behavior and
whether or not their mobility follows a pattern.

3. Wireless Indoor Location System

3.1. Wireless Infrastructure

In this section we to explain our wireless location system. It is based on several nodes, which are
located in strategic points in order to take relevant data from people.

In this first step we have placed eight nodes around the most important buildings in Gandia’s
campus at Universitat Politècnica de Valencia (see Figure 1). Node 1 is located at the secretariat, where
many people go to check their documents. Node 2 is at the canteen. Nodes 3 and 4 are at the library,
with node 3 at the entrance where people can take books to consult at home, and node 4 at the study
room. Node 5 is placed at the entry of the computer science building and node 6 is at the entry of the
natural science building. Finally, we have nodes 7 and 8 at the classroom’s building. Node 7 is placed
very near to the classrooms—where there are many students—and node 8 is at the main entrance
of this building. This system has been placed in a real environment, so it means that the nodes are
influenced by interferences of other devices that are not included in the wireless location system. But,
this is a typical feature of any environment where there are wireless devices like smartphones, access
points, laptops, etc. This is a positive feature because we can say that our system works properly in
real environments with other wireless interferences.

Our nodes have been programmed to save what is around it, and how much time a device is
inside its coverage. The data related to the node’s identity is obfuscated using a one-way operation.
In this way we keep the privacy of the users’ devices. Every node has 2 network interfaces. One is
a Bluetooth interface in order to know how many devices are near each node, and the other one is a
Wi-Fi interface, which is used to send all data to a server. This server is responsible for running our
cooperative data processing and executing our cooperative decision-making algorithm.
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Figure 1. Wireless Location System developed in Gandia’s Campus. 

3.2. Node Description 

For this project we selected a device with embedded Linux (kernel Android JB 4.1.1). In order to 
make the design process simpler, we used a commercially available board (Android MiniPC UG007 
II). This allowed us to have a highly configurable device, with very good characteristics and many 
communication options with a price tag less than 50€. It has a RK3066 1.6GHz Cortex A9 Dual Core 
processor, an internal flash memory of 8GB (enough space to store all the data collected for this 
project) and a miniSD card reader. The electronic device can be observed in Figure 2. 
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The two available network interfaces are IEEE 802.11b/g/n and Bluetooth 2.1. The latter has 
been used as the basis of studying the mobility patterns of the users. We have replaced the patch 
antenna with a pigtail, so we can add an external antenna with higher gain. In order to test the fact 
that the external antenna has bigger coverage radius, we performed some measurements of coverage 
of the sensor device with the patch antenna and with a monopole antenna with 5 dBi of gain. In 
Figure 3 we can appreciate that the sensor device with the patch antenna only has a coverage radius 
of 8 m, and with the external antenna we can get up to 20 m.  

 

Figure 1. Wireless Location System developed in Gandia’s Campus.

3.2. Node Description

For this project we selected a device with embedded Linux (kernel Android JB 4.1.1). In order to
make the design process simpler, we used a commercially available board (Android MiniPC UG007 II).
This allowed us to have a highly configurable device, with very good characteristics and many
communication options with a price tag less than 50€. It has a RK3066 1.6GHz Cortex A9 Dual Core
processor, an internal flash memory of 8GB (enough space to store all the data collected for this project)
and a miniSD card reader. The electronic device can be observed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Electronic device used.

The two available network interfaces are IEEE 802.11b/g/n and Bluetooth 2.1. The latter has been
used as the basis of studying the mobility patterns of the users. We have replaced the patch antenna
with a pigtail, so we can add an external antenna with higher gain. In order to test the fact that the
external antenna has bigger coverage radius, we performed some measurements of coverage of the
sensor device with the patch antenna and with a monopole antenna with 5 dBi of gain. In Figure 3 we
can appreciate that the sensor device with the patch antenna only has a coverage radius of 8 m, and
with the external antenna we can get up to 20 m.
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4. Studying the Transition Symmetry

We performed a symmetry study of the mobility of the users in the work [17]. The main focus of
in this study is the transition matrix (TM), which is a matrix of L x L elements where L is the number
of locations (l). Every element, aij, denotes the number of transitions observed from location li to lj.
It is not possible to have a transition from li to li, thus the values of the main diagonal are zero.

A transition matrix is considered symmetric when aij « aji @ij P {1...L}. Figure 4 shows a graphical
representation of the TM obtained in our experiment. This TM considers transitions within six weeks
and aggregates all users. The TM shows a clear symmetry in relation to the main diagonal.
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In the traces of the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), the symmetric behavior could be
a consequence of the ping-pong effect, as it has been reported in [11]. However, this effect was
disregarded in our experiments, as the sensors’ locations rendered them without overlapping areas.

In order to quantify symmetry as we observe user mobility, a metric called coefficient of symmetry,
α, can be used:

α “
1
T

L
ÿ

i“1

L
ÿ

j“i`1

ˇ

ˇaij ´ aji
ˇ

ˇ (1)

where T is the total number of transitions in the TM. The values of α are contained in the [0,1] range.
The lower the α value, the higher symmetry it presents. We can compute α for all users or for a
number of users, n. The relation between the number of users taken into account and the coefficient of
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symmetry is shown in Figure 5. It can be observed that as the number of users increases, the symmetry
increases as well.
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5. Stochastic Approach for Cooperative Location Estimation

5.1. Introduction

A cooperative decision-making problem describes a situation involving several opinions or
information—in our case it is data from nodes—which can obtain benefits by cooperating with one
another. The problems they face are who will cooperate with whom, and how the corresponding
benefits will be divided. Obviously, a node shares its information when taking part in a coalition.
However, the extent of cooperation depends on the benefits that the cooperation has to offer, so a
coalition is only likely to be formed if all members of this coalition agree on a specific distribution of
the benefits. Finding such an agreement, however, could be troublesome when these members have
mutually conflicting interests.

In order to analyze this situation, we used a general mathematical framework [29] that
demonstrates cooperative decision-making problems. Assume N “ t1, 2, . . . , nu represents a finite
set of nodes. The benefit of cooperation will be explained by Y, which is a topological space
representation of outcome space. Its representation depends on the decision making problem that is
under consideration. Moreover, this outcome space Y is the benefit made by each coalition S Ă N.
It can be represented by a subset YS Ă

ś

iPSY. An outcome pyiqiPS P YS then produces the cost yi
to node i. In order to evaluate several outcomes, each node i P N has a preference relation Ái over
outcome space Y. So, node i is only interested in what it receives; it does not take into account any
other data. After that, given any two outcomes y, ŷ P Y, we assume y Ái ŷ if node i finds the outcome
y at least as good as the outcome ŷ. On the one hand, if node i finds the outcome y strictly better than
the outcome ŷ we say y ąi ŷ. On the other hand, if node i is indifferent between the outcomes y and
ŷ we can write y „i ŷ. To sum up, a cooperative decision making model can be described by a tuple
pN, tYSuSĂN , tÁiuiPNq.

5.2. Stochastic Approach

In this section we explain mathematical assumptions used in our proposal. We analyzed methods
for collaborative location estimation from a statistical point of view. Table 1 shows the variables used
in the analysis.
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Table 1. Mathematical variables used in the model.

Parameter Description Parameter Description

l location l’ previous location
u user h hour of day
d day of week t number of training samples
T set of training data Ti training sample i; i P {1, . . . ,t}; Ti = (li, l’i, pi, hi, di)

The location estimation problem can be statistically stated as follows. For simplicity, the true
distribution Pr(X = x) and Pr(X = x|Y = y) are denoted as Pr(x) and Pr(x|y). The model parameters are
denoted by p().

Let l be the location of a person. In our problem, we considered only a finite number of possible
locations. For example, in Figure 1 there are only eight possible locations, l1, . . . , l8. We are interested
in the study of movement from one location to another. Thus, we denote as l’ the previous location
from where the user is coming.

We are interested in modeling the location behavior of an individual user. We identified a user
using the network connection of personal devices (typically mobile phones, tablets, or wearable
devices). These kinds of devices use Medium Access Control (MAC) address that is identified in the
network. MAC address does not change (unless the user intentionally hacks it). Since, generally, a user
carries the same device, we can assume with minimal error that a MAC address identifies a user. We
use the approximation that a user has only one personal device and that it is always connected.

Finally, in our model, we have also taken temporal information into account. Specifically, the
hour of the day (h) and the day of the week (d). We assume that the location depends only on these
four variables, as defined in Equation (2):

Prplq « Prpl
ˇ

ˇl1, u, h, dq (2)

Once this function is estimated, the problem can be formulated to find the location l that maximizes
the probability Pr(l|l’, u, h, d) for a given observation l’, u, h and d. Using Bayes’ theorem, we can write:

Prpl|l1, u, h, dq “
PrplqPrpl1, u, h, d

ˇ

ˇlq
Prpl1, u, h, dq

(3)

The denominator in Equation (3) does not depend on the location variable l. Therefore, the
location estimation problem can be presented as:

l˚ “ argm
l

axPrplqPrpl1, u, h, d|lq (4)

where Pr(l) is the prior probability of the location l, knowing the observation. This probability can be
used to incorporate information so that more training locations [30] or tracking [31] can be used in our
statistical model. In order to estimate the prior probability, we can use the uniform distribution.

In Equation (3), Pr(l’, u, h, d|l) is the so called likelihood function. It estimates the probability of one
observation given a location. For estimating this probability, we can assume that the variables l’, u, h,
and d are independent. Thus, we can write:

Prpl1, u, h, d
ˇ

ˇlq « ppl1
ˇ

ˇlqppu
ˇ

ˇlqpph
ˇ

ˇlqppd
ˇ

ˇlq (5)

Depending on the number of data available for training, other assumptions can be made. For
example, if we have no information about a certain user, we can remove p(u|l) from the equation:

Prpl1, u, h, d
ˇ

ˇlq « Prpl1, h, d
ˇ

ˇlq « ppl1
ˇ

ˇlqpph
ˇ

ˇlqppd
ˇ

ˇlq (6)
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Or if we have a lot of temporal information, we can estimate h and d jointly:

Prpl1, u, h, d
ˇ

ˇlq « ppl1
ˇ

ˇlqppu
ˇ

ˇlqpph, d
ˇ

ˇlq (7)

In Section 4 we have verified that our transition matrix is symmetric. That is, the number
of transitions observed from location li to lj is very similar to transitions from lj to li; therefore,
p(l’|l) « p(l|l’). We can use this fact to better estimate p(l’|l). We assume that p(l’|l) = p(l|l’), and
define p(l’, l) as the probability to go from l’ to l or go from l to l’. Using this assumption, Equation (4)
can be reformulated as:

Prpl1, u, h, d
ˇ

ˇlq « ppl1, lqppu
ˇ

ˇlqpph
ˇ

ˇlqppd
ˇ

ˇlq (8)

5.3. Inductive Training

We use an inductive approach that estimates the likelihood function using past observations. That is,
several measurements are taken for each training place; then, the function Pr(l’, u, h, d |l) is estimated.
The main drawback of this approach is the time consuming training phase. We denote as T the set of
training data, formed by t observations with their respective locations. Each piece of training data, Ti,
is represented as (li, l’i, ui, hi, di), where i can be from 1 to t. Several alternatives have been proposed in
the literature to estimate p(l’, u, h, d |l) from T: the histogram method [32,33], the Bayesian method [34],
or the kernel method [32,35]. The Bayesian method is used in this paper.

6. Experimental Results

In order to perform the experimental study, our system logged data for six weeks, in April and
May. The only data collected was from users with open Bluetooth devices. A total of 861 different
users were logged. As it is shown in Figure 1, the data was logged from eight different locations.

The set of data obtained has been divided into two sets: for the training corpus we used the first
five weeks and for the test corpus we use the last week.

6.1. Time Spent in Each Location

As we have seen in the previous point, our wireless location system is more focused on finding
out how much time a device is near to a reference node than its exact position. For this reason, we have
not paid special attention to the accuracy of our wireless location system. Otherwise, we are going to
use the cooperation between collected data to make a decision about the behavior of the system.

According to our location system, which we have explained before, there are some places where
people spend more time than others. Usually, these places are classrooms, study rooms or the canteen.
Places where people only pass through or perform a brief task, which requires less time, can be called
passing places. In Figure 6a, we can see the collected data from every node on our network. Each user
can have a very different temporal pattern. To demonstrate this affirmation, in this figure we have
represented 10 users for a morning. We can affirm our nodes placed on points 3, 5 and 8 are entirely
passing places, so we cannot conclude a lot from data obtained from these places. On the other hand,
points 2, 4, 6 and 8 are interesting because people expend more time in these places. Point 1 is placed
in an extraordinary location, the secretariat, where students manage a lot of matters related to their
degree. People spend a lot time here, but only at the beginning or at the end of each course. As this
data was obtained in April, there are few users. In Figure 6b, we can see the collected data for different
time slots. In Figure 6b we can see that the time spent in each location is the same as the average and
independent of the observation time.
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6.2. Evaluation of the Location Estimation

In Section 5 we proposed a statistical model that is able to predict the new location of a user by
using the current location and other external factors such as time information. In order to evaluate
this model, we prepared another experiment. We used the training corpus (five weeks) to estimate the
statistical model, and the test corpus (one week) to evaluate it. For each location in the test corpus,
we obtained the next location predicted by the system and compared it with the next location in
the real track. Then, we measured the percentage of correct predictions. Figure 7 shows the results.
We have used an increasing number of training samples, from 20.000 to 160.000. We evaluated three
alternative models: (a) uses the initial equation proposed in Equation (5); (b) when a user had more
than 10 training samples, we use Equation (5), in other cases, we use Equation (6), where p(u|l) is
removed; (c) uses Equation (7), with variables h and d jointly estimated; (d) uses Equation (8) that
assumes TM is symmetric ((b) considerations are also used).
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From Figure 7 we can observe that (b) obtains better results than (a), especially with only a few
training samples. To use Equation (7), graph (c), is not a not a good idea, probably because the number
of training samples is not sufficient for a joint estimation. In (d), Equation (8) is used; we assumed
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that p(l’|l) = p(l|l’), and replaced these by p(l’, l). With this approach we obtained the best results.
However, with a big enough training data sample, the upgrade stops being significant in respect to (b).

7. Conclusions

This paper analyzed the mobility traces of personal devices using wireless networks. First,
we described the design of a cooperative sensor network. Then we showed the development of our
experiment and the data collected. Using these data we have performed a symmetry study on the
mobility of the users. Our results show a clear symmetry, that is to say, the number of users that move
from li to lj approximates the number of users that go from lj to li.

Our interest has been focused on modeling the location behavior of an individual user.
We proposed a statistical model which is able to predict the next step in a trace. This model can
be trained from the traces collected. We want to use the observed symmetry to improve our statistical
model, so we propose a new model that takes symmetry into account. The new model achieves better
results when the number of training samples is limited.

In future works we will use this system in other types of places such as rural areas and water
environments. Moreover, we will use the developed system to predict people’s behavior in order to
provide more technical or human resources when these requirements are predicted.
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